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THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER 

 
A Review of the Management and Fiscal Controls 
Over the City’s ECTP Upgrade to its Emergency 

911 System 
 
 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On May 19, 2014, Mayor Bill de Blasio announced a halt to major work on the Emergency 
Communications Transformation Program (ECTP) pending reviews of various aspects of the 
project by the Department of Information Technology & Telecommunications (DoITT), the 
Department of Investigation (DOI), and New York City Comptroller Scott M. Stringer.  The 
administration asked the Comptroller to conduct a review of the history of the project, including 
its oversight structure and financial management.  The following is the report of the review 
conducted by Comptroller’s Audit and Investigations Bureau in response to the Mayor’s request. 

The Comptroller’s review found that the ECTP’s governance was inappropriately structured, 
overly reliant on consultants, and ineffectively monitored, which resulted in a failure to achieve 
full agency participation and coordination.  Instead of strong City governance, the project 
outsourced critical responsibilities to consultants who were insufficiently accountable to the City.  
As a consequence of inadequate governance, the project has taken far longer than anticipated, 
stretching from the initial estimate of five years to the current estimate of fifteen years, with the 
end date now projected to be 2018.1   

We found that project delays and cost overruns mounted as technical and other difficulties 
emerged and the existing governance structure, the project consultants, and assigned 
personnel proved inadequate to address the project’s needs.  These problems did not go 
unnoticed.  As the ECTP failed to deliver critical products on time and on budget, various reports 
and analyses were produced with a myriad of recommendations for improvement.  Just three 
years into what was supposed to be a five-year project, DoITT recommended rebidding the 
main contract for system integration services, which had been let to Hewlett-Packard (HP).  
However, DoITT’s recommendation and many of those provided in connection with prior audits, 
investigations and expert studies were not acted upon in a timely manner—if at all—leading to 
further delays and increased costs.2   

                                                      
1 “Fiscal Year 2015 Executive Budget for the Department of Information Technology & Telecommunications,” page 1. 
 
2 These reports and recommendations include four audits undertaken by the Comptroller’s Office, multiple reports of investigations 
by DOI, reports of the ECTP Quality Assurance consultant, and reports of consultants hired by the City, including Winbourne 
Consulting, LLC., McKinsey & Co. and KPMG. 
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The Comptroller’s review also found a lack of transparency around the City’s expenses on the 
ECTP and its prior related emergency system technology upgrades.  As a result, the project’s 
total cost was not clearly disclosed to the public.  In 2004, the ECTP’s estimated capital cost 
was projected to $1.345 billion.3  By last month, as detailed in the City’s Fiscal Year 2015 
Capital Commitment Plan, the estimated cost had soared by 73%, to $2.326 billion.  Even then, 
the Comptroller’s review found that these capital cost estimates were understated by at least 
$39 million, which reflects two contracts that do not appear to have been included as part of 
prior ECTP cost estimates.   

Moreover, none of these projected cost estimates take into account the expenses that were and 
will continue to be incurred by DoITT and the other City agencies involved with the ECTP 
development and operations.  ECTP maintenance costs alone are projected to cost DoITT $50 
million in Fiscal Year 2015.   

Further, our review found that the ECTP cost estimates do not appear to have fully accounted 
for relevant City’s expenditures to upgrade the 911 system incurred by the City prior to the 
ECTP.4  Only by including those expenditures can the complete cost of the ECTP be known.   

When all of the above factors are taken into consideration–previously unaccounted for capital 
contracts, expense budget items, and relevant prior technological enhancements–our 
preliminary review indicates that the total cost to the City for the ECTP may have been 
understated by in excess of $200 million.  However, a full audit of the City’s ECTP expenses 
would be required to identify the total program costs, which is beyond the scope of this review.  

The absence of effective project governance and complete information about the cost of the 
ECTP hindered the City’s ability to properly evaluate, plan for, and manage an extremely 
complex multi-billion dollar project.  Decisions about project scope, technology, outsourcing, 
product choices, vendor selection, and change order approvals should have been supported by 
complete information and should have been promptly acted upon.  Further, effective project 
governance and full transparency were needed to ensure that past operational and 
management failures informed project planning and vendor selection. 

To help address the issues encountered with the ongoing development of the ECTP and other 
active or future IT projects we offer the following recommendations: 

1. A project governance structure should be imposed on the ECTP that ensures that the 
City proceeds with a single vision, direct control, the ability to make decisions quickly, 
and the authority to see that all objectives are carried out.  Such authority should not be 
delegated or outsourced to consultants who are not answerable to the public.  Neither 
should authority be vested in so many City stakeholders that they are unable or unwilling 
to act quickly and efficiently in a coordinated manner. 

2. The City should directly employ appropriate technical experts to closely monitor the 
project in order to advise the contract’s governance committee on the project’s status 
and to make timely decisions.  

                                                      
3 Capital expenses are set forth in the City’s capital budget which reflects the plan to purchase property, such as computer 
equipment, for the City; the expense budget contains the fiscal plan to finance the operation of the City   
http://council.nyc.gov/html/about/budget.shtml. 
 
4 A list of contracts that the Comptroller’s Office has identified as part of the City’s 911 system upgrade is included as Exhibit 2 of 
this report.   

http://council.nyc.gov/html/about/budget.shtml
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3. The City should disclose and consider all costs associated with the project in order to 
make fully informed decisions about its scope and progress. 

4. Where contractors are paid on a time and materials basis, the City should ensure that 
agency personnel properly review the consultants’ timesheets and vendors’ invoices 
before authorizing payments to contractors. 

5. The City should implement the controls set forth in Comptroller’s Directive 31 on all 
future contracts for technology services.  Moreover, in light of the historic difficulties with 
the ECTP, where feasible, the City should seek amendments of existing contracts for 
technology services to conform with the Directive. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

Pre-ECTP Attempts to Upgrade the 911 System 

• In 1973, the New York City Police Department (NYPD) installed the 911 system to 
enable the public to more easily report police, fire, and medical emergencies.  The Fire 
Department of the City of New York (FDNY) developed its own system separate from the 
NYPD.   

• In 1991, the NYPD proposed an upgrade to the 911 system known as the Enhanced 911 
System or E-911.  The FDNY also embarked on a program to upgrade its emergency 
response systems. 

• E-911 replicated the original 911 system’s practice of directing calls to an NYPD calltaker 
who took down basic information and patched in FDNY or Emergency Medical Service 
(EMS) in the event of fire or health emergencies.  Under this arrangement, critical time 
was lost before responders were dispatched while the callers repeated information. 

• In 1992, the FDNY entered into a two year $7.9 million contract with Systemhouse, Inc. 
(Systemhouse) to upgrade its Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system.  The contract 
was amended to include an additional two years and the budget for the contract was 
increased to not exceed $10 million. Systemhouse was ultimately paid $5.8 million of the 
total contract.    

• In 1994, the NYPD separately entered into a three-year contract for $150 million with 
Systemhouse to act as the system integrator5 for the E-911 upgrade, which included the 
installation of a new CAD system as well as the location of the NYPD’s 911 facilities in 
two Public Safety Answering Center (PSAC) locations, known as PSAC 1 and PSAC 2.   

• Work had not been completed when, after three years, the Comptroller’s Office audited 
the NYPD’s E-911 project in 1997.  By June 1997, only two of five required components 
were installed in PSAC 1: the telephone system and the logging and recording feature.  
In addition, the City had yet to identify a location for PSAC 2.   

• By 2001, the NYPD’s operations at PSAC 1 were functioning.  However, the physical site 
for PSAC 2 was still not available for development as part of the E-911 project.   

• In a September 2001 follow-up audit, the Comptroller’s Office reported that $115 million 
had been paid to Systemhouse for the incomplete E-911 implementation that began in 
1994 but was not yet completed. 

• City records indicate that an additional $14 million was paid to Systemhouse in 
connection with its E-911 contract subsequent to the Comptroller’s 2001 follow-up audit 
report. 

• In connection with its efforts to upgrade its emergency response systems, the FDNY 
purchased new UHF (ultra high frequency) radios in 1999, but was unsuccessful in an 
attempt to deploy them in 2001.   

                                                      
5 A systems integrator is a person or entity that brings together component subsystems into a whole and ensures that those 
subsystems function together, a practice known as system integration.  In the information technology field, system integrators 
integrate multiple systems for inputting, processing, interpreting, storing, and categorizing data. 
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• On September 11, 2001, the NYPD and the FDNY experienced major communication 
difficulties as they responded to the emergency at the World Trade Center.  Afterwards, 
there was a call to improve emergency communications within and between the City’s 
first responders. 

• The City commissioned McKinsey & Co. to review its emergency response systems and 
make recommendations for improvement.  The McKinsey report, issued in August 2002, 
analyzed the FDNY and EMS response to the September 11th attacks and 
recommended that the NYPD and FDNY coordinate their emergency systems and 
protocols.   

• An August 2003 blackout caused additional difficulties in emergency response, leading 
the City to conduct a formal review of its emergency response capability.  The Mayor’s 
Office of Operations issued a report, Enhancing New York City’s Emergency 
Preparedness, which set out high-level goals for improving the coordination of the City’s 
emergency response capabilities, including its 911 system technology and the business 
operations of the City’s first responders.  

ECTP: Transition to the Multi-Agency 911 Upgrade 
 

• The ECTP was announced in April 2004.  The primary objective was to integrate the 
emergency response functions of the NYPD, the FDNY and its EMS Bureau into a single 
facility at a new PSAC 1 and to create a second facility, PSAC 2. PSAC 2 was to be 
developed by HP and built at another location as an identical backup to PSAC 1.6 

• Under the new plan, as with the prior E-911 project, each facility would be designed to 
have the same capability.7  In addition, the City sought to modernize and strengthen the 
911 network, improve data-sharing among agencies, promote better coordination of 
emergency responses, and improve the deployment of resources to the scenes of 
emergencies.   

• The executive sponsors charged with establishing the strategic direction and 
implementation of the ECTP were the Mayor’s Office, DoITT, NYPD, FDNY, and OMB.   

• DoITT was specifically tasked with the development of an integrated dispatch system, 
upgrading the telecommunications infrastructure, and overseeing the creation of 
redundant call-taking and dispatch centers.   

• The ECTP was supposed to leverage and expand on the existing efforts by the NYPD 
and the FDNY to upgrade their respective 911 systems.   

• Contracts related to the earlier technology upgrades initiated by the NYPD and the 
FDNY were included as part of the ECTP, including contracts with Systemhouse, by 
2004, renamed iXP.   

• In the end, the only bidders for the ECTP system integration contract were iXP and HP; 
two vendors already involved in the substantially delayed 911 upgrade work for the City. 

                                                      
6 While construction of the physical plant of PSAC 2 was the responsibility of the City’s Department of Design and Construction 
(DDC), HP remained responsible for the system integration of ECTP into PSAC 2 through its contract with DoITT. 
 
7 Each PSAC was meant to provide full citywide service in the event of the unavailability of the other. 
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• Following an investigation of alleged procurement irregularities, DOI found that legacy 
911 contractors Verizon and iXP had engaged in misconduct in connection with the 
ECTP contract procurement process and iXP withdrew its bid on the ECTP system 
integration contract. 

• As a result, HP was awarded the system integration contract, notwithstanding its failure 
to receive the minimum technical score as required by DoITT for a viable responder to 
the Request for Proposal. 

• The ECTP introduced Unified Call Taking (UCT), a procedure based on improved 
technology and personnel training, that would allow an NYPD calltaker to collect both 
NYPD and FDNY incident information and electronically share it with appropriate 
emergency response dispatchers, allowing callers to only provide essential incident 
information one time.   

• The ECTP further relied on the development of a unified CAD for NYPD, FDNY and 
EMS, which would necessitate combining the NYPD and the FDNY’s technologies and 
business processes in ways that had never been done before. 

• However, there were failures in the development of a unified CAD.  Critical technology 
that underpinned the entire system was flawed and so the system had to be 
fundamentally redesigned. 

• By 2007, the City abandoned the unified CAD concept.8  Among the reasons for this 
failure was HP’s inability to successfully deliver a CAD that was to have been developed 
by Motorola.  HP returned $33 million to the City in connection with this failure.  

• In 2007, DoITT recommended rebidding the main contract for system integration 
services with HP.  That recommendation was not followed. 

• The City also encountered difficulty fully implementing the UCT operation.  Among other 
reasons, calltakers from each of the individual emergency responders did not have 
sufficient training and/or knowledge to handle all types of emergency calls.   

• A number of reports analyzing issues with the ECTP pointed to disputes between the 
NYPD and the FDNY over how to organize and control aspects of the ECTP process, as 
having hindered the development and implementation of the UCT.  

                                                      
8 The role of the Unified CAD and the effect of its failure on operations is illustrated by the work flow charts annexed to this report as 
Exhibit 1. 
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REPORT OF FINDINGS 
The Project Governance Structure for ECTP was Weak, 
Relied Heavily on Outsourcing to Consultants, and Failed 
to Provide Adequate Controls 

The multi-layered project governance structure established by the City to implement the ECTP 
had ineffective City agency participation.  Instead of strong City governance, the project 
outsourced critical responsibilities to consultants who were insufficiently accountable to the City.  
Consultants were hired to provide oversight of other consultants, with HP overseeing the day to 
day work of multiple private vendors, and Gartner, Inc. (Gartner) overseeing the work of HP.  
The result was a project that incurred unnecessary expenditures, was repeatedly delayed, and 
increased dramatically in cost. 

Strong project governance was needed to guide the unique multi-agency, mission-critical, high-
expenditure project that required numerous participants to work in live operating environments 
with state of the art technologies.  However, the structure that was created—involving eight 
separate City agencies with roles in as many as three oversight levels—was unwieldy and 
ineffective.  Prior reports on the ECTP have noted that scheduled meetings were often not held 
and decision making was diffuse and delayed.   

As designed, the project governance consisted of three primary components:  

1. The ECTP Task Force composed of executive stakeholders whose responsibilities 
included: a) initial review of program directions; b) major program investments; and c) 
critical program issues, direction, and recommendations to the ECTP Working Group. 

2. The ECTP Working Group made up of City executives representing all stakeholder 
agencies with responsibility to: a) oversee execution of program vision and strategic 
directions; b) commit program/project team resources; c) participate in executive 
program review sessions; d) approve major program investments; and e) decide on 
escalated program/project issues. 

3. The Program Management Office staffed by the DoITT ECTP Program Manager, the 
independent external Quality Assurance Manager (Gartner), the NYPD Project Lead, the 
FDNY Project Lead, the DoITT Program Contract Officer and the DoITT Technical 
Architect. 

The ECTP project governance structure, with its multiple duplicative layers of bureaucracy and 
diffuse decision making, is graphically illustrated below: 
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In 2004 and 2006, DoITT contracted with Gartner to provide project management, project 
monitoring and quality assurance consulting services in support of the ECTP from July 1, 2004 
through March 31, 2011.  Under the 2004 Gartner contract, Gartner was required to establish a 
Project Management Office (PMO) and strategy which included organizing the operation of the 
PMO, project planning, and other activities such as identifying space requirements and possible 
dispatch facility sites, reviewing 911-related projects at NYPD/FDNY, and defining requirements 
for a unified CAD and other critical technologies.  In addition, Gartner was expected to provide 
program management oversight and assistance, which included addressing long-term projects 
such as CAD development, site planning, voice and data networks radio communications, 
integration of technologies, business process reengineering, training programs, and 
coordination of vendor and City resources. 
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Pursuant to the 2006, Gartner was required to further assist in developing the overall strategy 
for the ECTP; monitoring the implementation of that strategy; managing project risks, costs, and 
timeline; working with various City agencies to facilitate project completion; and providing 
weekly reporting.  Furthermore, Gartner was to advise the City on overall project best practices 
and provide subject matter expertise that would allow the City to develop a new 911 
organization consistent with best practices in the United States.  City records reflect numerous 
difficulties that Gartner had in fulfilling these responsibilities. 

The City contracted with HP to act as the ECTP system integrator in 2005.  The Scope of Work 
associated with the contract set forth HP’s responsibilities, including oversight of the completion 
of PSAC1; providing, maintaining and supporting all program components; designing, managing 
and supporting the development of PSAC 1’s identical backup facility PSAC 2; and developing 
the unified CAD system for NYPD and FDNY.   

Problems with the multi-party and multi-layered governance structure were evident from the 
beginning of the ECTP.  Gartner documented its efforts to screen out inaccurate and 
unsupported billing.  However, its efforts were deficient as was evident from the erroneous 
billing submitted to the City by HP identified in multiple audit reports and investigations.9  The 
City indicated in Gartner’s performance evaluations that it “needs improvement” in numerous 
areas and was “unsatisfactory” in at least one.  Gartner prepared an action plan for 
improvement in response.  

In May 2009, Gartner produced a report entitled Lessons Learned in which it summarized the 
problems in the initial project governance structure for the ECTP including questionable 
judgment, poor decisions, and slow decision making.  Gartner reported that the governance 
committee failed to meet regularly and failed to effectively exercise its authority over 
consultants.  As both a cause and effect of this inaction, the ECTP Steering Committee failed to 
make timely decisions, which adversely affected the project’s schedules, trajectories, budgets, 
and accountability.   

In addition, reports by Gartner in 2009 and Winbourne Consulting, LLC in 2012 noted that the 
collaborative approach was not effective in addressing critical cross-agency issues because the 
governance structure failed to resolve conflicts between agencies involved (NYPD, FDNY, and 
DoITT) in ECTP. 

In 2010, in response to the failures of the existing governance structure, the Mayor’s Office 
created a new project office called the Office of Citywide Emergency Communications (OCEC) 
to provide dedicated focus on the ECTP project.  However, OCEC was staffed by the existing 
DoITT ECTP team and so there was little substantive change in the City’s oversight practices.10  

Various reviews and audits of the ECTP project and City agency records describe program and 
operational failures of ECTP.  A few of the major program failures that resulted in costs overruns 
and project delays are highlighted below.   

• Failure to Deliver the Motorola Printrak CAD System.  As part of the ECTP project, the 
NYPD’s contract with HP for the delivery of a CAD to be produced by Motorola was 

                                                      
9  Audits by the Comptroller’s Office in 2012 and KPMG in 2012 and 2013 identified inaccurate billing and unsupported invoices that 
made it through the multi-layered review process and were approved for payment.  Among other things, HP consultants were found 
to have been unqualified for their positions, billing rates were incorrect, and work described was not within the scope of what the 
City had agreed to pay for. 
 
10 Gartner ECTP ITSC Risk Report dated February 1, 2011. 
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incorporated as part of the new ECTP initiative.  However, HP failed to deliver the 
Printrak system to NYPD and as a result, HP paid $33 million back to the City.11  Not 
included in this settlement amount were additional costs to the City for the significantly 
delayed deployment of this system, particularly those costs incurred during the period 
after the City had instructed HP to sever ties with Motorola and when that instruction was 
finally followed. 

• Failure to Implement a Unified CAD. By April 2007, the ECTP had abandoned one of its 
original goals of having a unified CAD due to technical obstacles.  As a result, NYPD, 
FDNY, and EMS have had to independently upgrade their respective CAD systems.  The 
total cost involved appears to have exceeded the $110 million originally budgeted for a 
unified CAD and includes the cost of the individual CADs developed by each agency.  
The NYPD’s current contract for its own CAD is valued at $88 million and the cost of 
upgrading the individual systems for the FDNY and EMS would be in addition to that 
along with additional system integration work to design and facilitate the changes to the 
ECTP.   

• Failure to Complete PSAC 2.  The installation of PSAC 2 has been a critical piece of the 
ECTP and the E-911 upgrade that preceded it.  Funds for it were included in the 2005 
systems integrator contract with HP, as were funds for the unified CAD.  When neither 
went forward, the money was reallocated to other work by HP with limited transparency.  
In 2012, a new contract for the implementation of PSAC 2 was awarded to Northrup 
Grumman in an amount that was not to exceed $241 million.   

The scope and milestone changes encountered by the ECTP were the result of multiple factors 
of which the failure of project governance was at the core.  A summary of the major changes in 
scope, and of milestones, is depicted in the timeline below. 

                                                      
11 The $33 million settlement paid by HP was rolled over to the contract with Intergraph Corporation for the ICAD system.  In 2013, 
NYPD finally replaced its legacy SPRINT CAD system with ICAD. 
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The Total Costs to the City for its 911 System Upgrade Are 
Greater Than Previously Announced Cost Projections for 
ECTP 

The actual capital and operational costs of the ECTP are difficult to estimate due to the City’s 
lack of transparency in identifying and disclosing all the associated costs.  Previously, City 
officials have provided ECTP cost estimates in the City’s capital commitment plans.  The plans 
identify total amounts set aside in the budget for capital expenditures, but do not identify the 
individual contracts with which they are associated.  Based on our review of City records, we 
have been able to identify components of the ECTP that do not appear to have been included in 
the City’s formal ECTP cost projections.12  

In 2004, City officials announced that capital costs for the ECTP would be $1.345 billion.  Ten 
years later, at a City Council hearing in May 2014, City officials stated that the capital cost of the 
ECTP would be $2.03 billion.  Most recently, in July 2014, a preliminary capital commitment plan 
estimated the capital cost of ECTP to be $2.326 billion.   

+ 

The Comptroller’s review has identified two FDNY capital contracts totaling $39 million that do 
not appear to have been included in prior ECTP cost estimates.  Both contracts are with Purvis 
for two ECTP components: an emergency reporting system and a voice alarm system.  As a 
result, the cost estimates would have been understated by at least the $39 million associated 
with these contracts.  Further review would be required to determine if there are additional 
capital contracts associated with the ECTP that were not included as part of the ECTP cost 
estimates produced by the City. 

                                                      
12 Prior to this review, DoITT provided the Comptroller’s Office with a list of contracts it said were components of the ECTP in 
connection with a 2012 audit.  As part of this review, we identified additional contracts in City records beyond those provided by 
DoITT that contain a project code identifying them as being related to the ECTP.   
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The City’s capital cost estimates do not purport to include expense budget items that were 
incurred by the multiple City agencies involved with the development of the ECTP.  Thus, by 
definition, these budget estimates understate the total ECTP project costs to the City.  For 
example, DoITT’s maintenance costs for ECTP are identified as approximately $50 million for 
FY 15 alone in material prepared for a March 6, 2014 City Council hearing on that year’s 
Preliminary Budget.  Further, this material prepared by the Council’s Finance Division notes that 
additional expense funding for ECTP calltakers is included in the budgets of the NYPD and the 
FDNY. 

Using project codes maintained in City records, the Comptroller’s Office has been able to 
identify specific expense items, such as licenses and maintenance contracts that have been 
included in Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 to this report.  However insufficient detail is provided in the 
available records and, therefore, the Comptroller’s office has been unable to identify how these 
relate to the expense budget items referred to in the City Council Finance Division material.  
Thus, we have no assurance that all such costs have been completely identified.   

Annual capital fund expenditures reported for the ECTP have ranged from $36 million to $322 
million.  When the operating expenditures of these contracts are also included, the yearly 
expenditures could increase by $2 million to $47 million.  The chart below illustrates the 
additional operating expenses and the capital expenditures.  

 

 
 
In addition to the ECTP items above, cost estimates for the ECTP do not appear to include 
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ECTP cost estimates.  A full accounting of the cost of the ECTP should include these City 
expenses.13   

As part of this review, the Comptroller’s Office has identified over 100 contracts and purchase 
orders that were associated with ECTP through the following sources:  

1) Contract information obtained from DoITT in January 2011 during the course of 
the Comptroller’s Office audit of the HP system integration contract;  

2) Capital project identification numbers;  
3) DoITT’s budget codes that are associated with ECTP; and  
4) Contracts identified in other prior audits related to the upgrade of the emergency 

communications system.   
 
The contracts that we have identified as related to the ECTP are listed in Exhibit 2 to this report 
with their contract numbers, contract amounts, and amounts actually paid to date on the 
contracts.  They are further identified as one of the following: ECTP Capital Commitment Plan 
Contracts, ECTP Maintenance and Support Contracts, Other Contracts Related to the 
Emergency System Upgrade, and pre-ECTP E-911 Contracts.  Exhibits 3 and 4 contain 
information about the same contracts in a graphic form that identifies the project sponsors for 
each contract, the aspect of the ECTP/E-911 project they relate to, whether they are for capital 
or for maintenance and support, and whether they were the subject of prior audits. 

We cannot confirm that this list of ECTP-related contracts is complete because the information 
from DoITT that we relied on was current as of January 2011.  In addition, we do not know if the 
capital project identification numbers and budget codes were always accurately applied.  
Further, the contract data obtained in earlier audits is neither current nor comprehensive.  An 
audit of the ECTP would be required to obtain assurance of the identification of all ECTP-related 
contracts.  Nonetheless, even with partial information, the total value of the contracts identified 
in the attached exhibits, which include some of the prior E-911 costs, total in excess of $2.6 
billion, which is more than any of the cost estimates previously provided by the City for the 
ECTP.   

 

  

                                                      
13 City-wide technology developments that are not part of the ECTP, such as the $536 million NYCWIN project (wireless technology 
that allows for real time live video to first responders), are also relied on by the ECTP.  While these projects appear to have been 
developed independently of the ECTP, a complete accounting of the cost to the City of the ECTP would identify and allocate a 
portion of the costs of all such peripheral City-wide projects to the extent they are integral to the ECTP. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

This review provides an overview of the ECTP’s history and identifies problems with its 
governance structure and with its financial management.  Prior reviews, audits and 
investigations have also documented multiple failures, delays and system design changes that 
plagued the development of the ECTP and resulted in substantial cost overruns.  The specific 
causes are complex.  The findings in this review provide guidance on how the City should 
conduct further efforts to upgrade its 911 systems and how it should conduct future large scale 
technology upgrades. 

Based on this review, we offer the following recommendations.   

1. A project governance structure should be imposed on the ECTP that ensures that the 
City proceeds with a single vision, direct control, the ability to make decisions quickly, 
and the authority to see that all objectives are carried out.  Such authority should not be 
delegated or outsourced to consultants who are not answerable to the public.  Neither 
should authority be vested in so many City stakeholders that they are unable or unwilling 
to act quickly and efficiently in a coordinated manner. 

2. The City should directly employ appropriate technical experts to closely monitor the 
project in order to advise the contract’s governance committee on the project’s status 
and to make timely decisions.  

3. The City should disclose and consider all costs associated with the project in order to 
make fully informed decisions about its scope and progress. 

4. Where contractors are paid on a time and materials basis, the City should ensure that 
agency personnel properly review the consultants’ timesheets and vendors’ invoices 
before authorizing payments to contractors. 

5. The City should implement the controls set forth in Comptroller’s Directive 31 on all 
future contracts for technology services.  Moreover, in light of the historic difficulties with 
the ECTP, where feasible, the City should seek amendments of existing contracts for 
technology services to conform with the Directive. 
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Exhibit 1 

1994 E-911 Conceptual Workflow 

 
 

2004 ECTP Project Conceptual Workflow 
 

 
 

Note: ICAD is a NYPD implemented project.  It replaced unified CAD, a former ECTP project component. 
 

2013 ECTP Project 
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Land Acquisition and Major Construction Contracts Associated 
N

ot
es

P
S

A
C

 2
P

S
A

C
 1

DCAS

Forest City Tech Place, 
Forest City Rathner 

Cos (Contract# 
20000029426 - $107.5 

million) construction 
cost of 11 MetroTech 

Call Center

DDC

Skimore, Owings, 
& Merrill 

(Contract# 
20080024234 - 

$31.8 million) for 
Architecture 

Design of PSAC 2

Comptroller’s 
Office

Hutch Realty 
Partner, LLC 

(POs# PSAC2I1, 
PSAC2P1, & 

PSAC2P2 - $45.9 
million) for Site 

Acquisition

Tishman 
Technologies 

(Contract# 
20090037282 - 
$551 million) for 

PSAC 2 
Construction

Forest City Myrtle 
Associates, LLC 

(Contract# 
20050003827 - $8 

million) for construction 
cost of 15 MetroTech 
(DoITT Admin. Office)

DDC

Gateway Industries, 
Inc. (Contract# 

20090013914 - $7.2 
million) for security 

upgrade of 11 
MetroTech

OMB

Olympic Associates 
Company 
(Contract# 

20090022973 - 
$566K spent) for 
value engineering 

services

Dome-Tech, Inc. 
(Contract# 

20107202446 $1.2 
million) for PSAC 

2 Design Fees

Contracts are part of the ECTP Capital Commitment Plan.

 with PSAC 1 and PSAC 2

Exhibit 4
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